
“I	  daresay	  it’s	  a	  French	  mouse,	  come	  over	  with	  William	  the	  Conqueror.”	  P.	  26.	  	  
	  
England	  had	  in	  fact	  been	  invaded	  by	  the	  French	  –	  William	  the	  Conqueror	  –	  and	  
English	  memory	  is	  fixated	  on	  the	  word	  “Hastings”	  and	  numbers	  “1066”	  and	  on	  
images	  of	  the	  fleet	  crossing	  the	  English	  channel	   

In a few more pages in the Alice books, when mouse lectures, he is even 
more closely associated with William the Conqueror. See p. 30, fn. 1 and 
the text below. 

Background: “ During the reign of Queen Elizabeth I of England, 
Archbishop Matthew Parker saw the Conquest as having corrupted a purer 
English Church, which Parker attempted to restore. During the 17th and 18th 
centuries some historians and lawyers saw William's reign as imposing a 
"Norman yoke" on the native Anglo-Saxons, an argument that continued during 
the 19th century with further elaborations along nationalistic lines. These various 
controversies have led to William being seen by some historians either as one of 
the creators of England's greatness or as inflicting one of the greatest defeats in 
English history	  
Norman conquest of England in 1066. The rest of his life was marked by 
struggles to consolidate his hold over England . William built a large fleet and 
invaded England in September 1066, decisively defeating and killing Harold at 
the Battle of Hastings on 14 October 1066. After further military efforts William 
was crowned king on Christmas Day 1066, in London. He made arrangements 
for the governance of England in early 1067 before returning to Normandy. 
Several unsuccessful rebellions followed, but by 1075 William's hold on England 
was mostly secure, allowing him to spend the majority of the rest of his reign on 
the continent. 
William's final years were marked by difficulties in his continental domains, ....and 
threatened invasions of England by the Danes...  His reign in England was 
marked by the construction of castles, the settling of a new Norman nobility on 
the land, and change in the composition of the English clergy.... William remained 
in England after his coronation and tried to reconcile the native magnates. The 
remaining earls – Edwin (of Mercia), Morcar (of Northumbria), andWaltheof (of 
Northampton) – were confirmed in their lands and titles........ In 1068 Edwin and 
Morcar revolted, ...... The king marched through Edwin's lands and built a castle 
at Warwick. Edwin and Morcar submitted...... The impact on England of William's 
conquest was profound; changes in the Church, aristocracy, culture, and 
language of the country have persisted into modern times..... How abrupt and far-
reaching the changes were is still a matter of debate among historians, with 
some such as Richard Southern claiming that the Conquest was the single 
most radical change in European history between the Fall of Rome and the 
20th century... During the reign of Queen Elizabeth I of England, 
Archbishop Matthew Parker saw the Conquest as having corrupted a purer 



English Church, which Parker attempted to restore. During the 17th and 18th 
centuries some historians and lawyers saw William's reign as imposing a 
"Norman yoke" on the native Anglo-Saxons, an argument that continued during 
the 19th century with further elaborations along nationalistic lines. These various 
controversies have led to William being seen by some historians either as one of 
the creators of England's greatness or as inflicting one of the greatest defeats in 
English history. Others have viewed William as an enemy of the English 
constitution, or alternatively as its creator.”           
WIKIPEDIA 
 
Mouse’s Lecture was based on the following pages from one of the books 
studied by the Liddell children: Havilland Chepmell’s   Short Course of History 
(1862): 
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